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In October 2021, NACTO convened its network of transit professionals from 89 cities across the U.S. and Canada to articulate a list of near-term, high-impact actions that cities and transit agencies can take to significantly reduce transportation-related carbon emissions within the next five-to-ten years. In these conversations, the local bus emerged as the main focus area, specifically because of its efficiency, ubiquity, and the flexibility and speed with which significant changes can be made. While often overshadowed in comparison to high-cost interventions such as vehicle electrification and light rail expansion, NACTO member cities and transit agencies agree that bus service is the best tool for the rapid change required to meet climate change goals.

The NACTO working group refined research and practices from each city into direct actions and programmatic paths to dramatically transform bus service in two years. This document describes those best practices, identifying and clarifying operational, jurisdictional, and political actors and responsibilities, and includes case studies that demonstrate where successful efforts are already underway that can be replicated and expanded.

Move! That! Bus! provides decision-makers—elected officials, transit board members, department and agency executives—a clear action plan for improving bus service and reducing transportation-related emissions in the short time we have left to avert lasting catastrophic climate change.

The most powerful tool leaders have to address catastrophic climate change is the humble city bus. Flexible, simple, and efficient, a single bus can carry up to eight times more people than a personal car, reducing emissions by up to 82% per trip. More than half of all trips in the U.S. are less than five miles. With the right improvements, these short trips can be taken by bus at a fraction of the price, with efficient and reliable service that’s competitive to driving.

The power of the bus as a tool for fighting carbon emissions comes from three places. First, improvements to bus service can be implemented quickly. All the actions outlined in this paper can be realized in less than two years, and often in a matter of months. Second, results are equally rapid. Leaders who commit to improving bus service can expect to see an immediate increase in bus ridership, as well as related safety, equity, and reliability benefits for their constituents. The bus is proven and effective.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, almost all decisions about bus service are made locally, by local governments and local leaders. Local transportation departments control the design of streets where the bus operates. Transit agencies decide which destinations to serve, how frequently to operate the bus, and what fares to charge. National policy cannot move at the speed needed to avert catastrophic climate change: local leaders must use local policy to reduce emissions and make key changes that improve the lives of their constituents.

To best leverage the potential of the bus, leaders and decision-makers should commit to three actions to modernize bus service, increasing the reliability and accessibility of bus service and bringing in new riders:

- Offer frequent, all-day bus service
- Redesign streets to prioritize bus service
- Adopt local policy reforms that support transit

The UN’s global scientific body has recently found that we have less than three years to reign in carbon emissions in order to avert catastrophic climate change. With the transportation sector responsible for the greatest share of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, those same 800+ climate scientists have identified the bus as a key tool in reducing emissions. Investing in the city bus is our best chance to ensure a habitable planet. Leaders at all levels must focus the full weight of their authority on these proven bus improvements and policy reforms. There is no time to waste.
Guiding Principles

The following principles establish a framework for how city officials and transit agency board members should approach their transportation planning and policy decisions.

1. **Transit is a public service, not a business**
   Public transportation is an essential public service that everyone, transit rider or not, relies on and benefits from. Decision-makers should prioritize service quality and rider needs with the understanding that better service will bring in more riders and help them better meet city safety, accessibility, sustainability, and equity goals.

2. **More frequent bus service means more freedom**
   Increasing bus frequency to 15 minutes or better encourages more people to ride transit more often. Frequent, all-day service makes destinations more accessible, giving people the freedom to get where they need to go regardless of time of day.

3. **People have jobs, lives and transportation needs outside of 9-to-5 office hours**
   The overwhelming majority (84%) of trips that people make are not commute trips. Yet, most bus service is focused on serving office districts during “peak” hours. Modernizing transit networks and increasing frequency through the day is essential to ensure transit gets people where they want to go.

4. **Streets that work for transit work better for everyone**
   Transit priority streets speed up bus service, making the bus more reliable, convenient, and accessible. They reduce conflicts between road users and are safer for people biking, walking, rolling, and driving. They’re also proven to increase retail sales by increasing foot traffic and bringing in more customers.

Local governments and transit agencies have considerable power to radically reshape and improve bus service. Local transportation departments control the design of streets where transit operates, while transit agencies make decisions about which destinations to serve, how frequently to operate the bus, and what fares to charge. Transit is also largely funded by local sources, giving city officials and transit agency board members a great deal of authority over the budget for transit operations and capital improvements. Direct lines of communication between the transportation department and transit agency, often in the form of working groups, are critical to scaling and building sustainable bus priority programs. For more on coordination best practices, see NACTO’s Resource Paper: The Structure of Success: A Playbook for Cities to Build Successful Transit Programs.
ACTION 1

Offer Frequent All-Day Bus Service

MINNEAPOLIS, MN
Better bus service starts by addressing two of the biggest barriers to riding: infrequent service and long travel times. Trips to work represent only 16% of the trips people take throughout the day, but most transit networks are optimized for peak-hour commuting to downtown areas. For more people to ride transit, cities and transit agencies need to reorient their networks around all the trips people take—not just downtown commute trips—and offer reliable, all-day, 15-minute or better service on core routes that serve destinations like healthcare centers, manufacturing sites, universities, entertainment venues, and parks.

Increasing how frequently the bus comes can increase ridership because it cuts wait times and makes bus travel times more competitive with driving. In Cincinnati, the Southwestern Ohio Transportation Authority (SORTA) reduced wait times by running buses twice as frequently and saw ridership more than double. Similarly, in Seattle, investments in bus service beginning in 2014 helped the region absorb 20% population growth while decreasing personal car use to work by close to 10%.

In addition to better serving current riders, increasing service frequency and span reduces wait times and encourages more people to ride transit. Most transit agencies define frequent service as service that runs every 15 minutes or better, meaning riders are typically waiting less than 10 minutes for their bus or train to arrive. In a recent CityLab analysis, researchers found that Toronto, which has a higher proportion of high frequency routes than most U.S. cities, also has a significantly greater number of riders per capita.

Slow, infrequent service tends to impact low-income transit riders and transit riders of color the most. In Boston, disparities in service frequency between different neighborhoods mean that Black transit riders spend 64 more hours per year on or waiting for transit compared to White transit riders. In other regions, like Washington, D.C. and Chicago, White residents have access to over 40% more jobs by transit than Black and Latine/x residents. As rising housing costs continue to push lower income people further from job centers, the economic repercussions of slow, infrequent transit options will increase.

To provide better, more frequent, and more reliable transit service, cities and transit agencies should:

1. **Shift existing schedules and resources to increase frequency throughout the day and extend service span.** Using existing resources, transit agencies can reallocate the buses and operators they have to provide more frequent bus service throughout the day and increase options for late-night service.

2. **Redesign bus networks to expand access to neighborhood jobs and destinations.** Transit agencies can provide service that better meets rider needs by eliminating redundant routes and creating high-frequency networks that expand access and provide more efficient and reliable connections to neighborhood jobs and destinations.

3. **Invest in more service by either (or both):**
   - **Service Buy-Ups:** Cities can purchase additional service from their transit agency to boost frequency on a specific route or set of routes. These purchase agreements help ensure that city goals are reflected in transit service provision.
   - **Transit Referendums:** Working together, cities and transit agencies can introduce ballot initiatives to levy local or regional taxes or fees to increase funding for transit operations, maintenance, and capital projects, and avoid devastating service cuts and fare increases.
Service changes are a rapid tool transit agencies have to increase bus frequency and respond to riders’ needs. Service changes—periodic updates to the bus schedule and routes—can be made along a single route or across many routes. Service changes are most impactful when they can be paired with bus priority street redesigns that help ensure the bus does not get stuck behind other road users.

Service changes are important because they can be made quickly and produce almost immediate results. Most agencies schedule routine service changes one or two times a year, but as transit agencies across the U.S. showed during the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic, changes can be made much faster. During the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, bus ridership fell by 70%. To match new ridership patterns, many transit agencies adjusted routes and schedules almost weekly to maintain access to essential services, address crowding, and best deploy the limited operators and vehicles available to where they were needed most.

To ensure the best results, service planners should consistently monitor system performance, including transit access, ridership, travel times, travel time variability, and bus bunching, and use this information to make schedule and route adjustments. For example, many North American cities experienced a reduction in morning peak-hour commute trips stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic. With less demand for peak-period trips, transit agencies were able to shift service to increase access to neighborhood destinations.

Credit: Design: Jonathan English/Michael Binetti/David Montgomery/CityLab. Ridership data: American Public Transportation Association/Toronto Transit Commission. Map tiles: Stamen Design, under CC BY 3.0. Data by OpenStreetMap, under ODbL.

Routes with 30 Minute or Better Service All-day

A Stable and Supported Transit Workforce

Even prior to the pandemic, the transit industry faced challenges filling operational and technical roles for a variety of reasons, including: an aging workforce, uncompetitive wages, a lack of reliable advancement pathways, and an increase in other, more flexible driver opportunities from the delivery, trucking, and ride-hail industries. Now, 92% of transit agencies report having difficulty filling open operator roles, and over 70% of transit agencies report making service cuts or delaying service increases because they don’t have enough drivers. To improve bus service, transit agencies must recruit and retain more operators, as well as explore other strategies to make transit operator jobs more attractive.

In addition to offering higher wages and better growth opportunities, one strategy for improving operator retention is to improve working conditions by shifting to more consistent, all-day service. One scheduling structure, common in most cities, requires bus operators to work “split shifts,” driving for a few hours in the early morning for the “morning peak” rush, followed by often unpaid hours midday, and another half-shift driving during the “evening rush.” Newer operators with less seniority are typically required to work split-shifts, making hiring and retention even more difficult. Shifting to more consistent all-day service can make work schedules more attractive because they allow operators to have more manageable work days, with more time for their families, school, or other activities. For more information on how to create conditions for a stable, supported transit workforce see TransitCenter’s Report: Bus Operators in Crisis.

Credit: LA Metro

LOS ANGELES, CA

A comparison of bus service frequency and ridership per capita in U.S. cities versus Toronto, Canada.

Credit: Design: Jonathan English/Michael Binetti/David Montgomery/CityLab. Ridership data: American Public Transportation Association/Toronto Transit Commission. Map tiles: Stamen Design, under CC BY 3.0. Data by OpenStreetMap, under ODbL.
Measuring Your Way to Better Bus Service

The metrics matter. In modernizing bus service, transit agencies, elected leaders, and the public should ensure that things that matter to riders are included in how transit performance is evaluated.

Prioritizing Access & Equity

Transit access measures where a rider can go and what destinations and jobs they can reach in a given timeframe. Unlike productivity metrics, which focus on the number of riders or revenue generated, access metrics help decision-makers understand how useful transit is to the people it serves and to the city or region as a whole.* When measuring access, cities and transit agencies should consider factors such as race, income, and vehicle ownership to ensure that they are prioritizing service where it is needed most.

Tips for measuring access:

- Access is typically measured as the number of destinations and/or jobs accessible within 30, 45, or 60 minutes.
- Destinations should include schools, hospitals, healthcare centers, and parks. The access calculation should account for the sidewalk/trail network, bus stops that are within ¼ mile or less, and bus rapid transit (BRT) or rail stops that are within ½ mile or less.
- A number of transit agencies and organizations have built toolkits or dashboards for measuring or visualizing access. For examples, visit TransitCenter’s Equity Dashboard,22 SFMTA’s Equity Toolkit,23 or Conveyal’s Analysis Tool.24

The metrics matter. In modernizing bus service, transit agencies, elected leaders, and the public should ensure that things that matter to riders are included in how transit performance is evaluated.

Prioritizing Access & Equity

Transit access measures where a rider can go and what destinations and jobs they can reach in a given timeframe. Unlike productivity metrics, which focus on the number of riders or revenue generated, access metrics help decision-makers understand how useful transit is to the people it serves and to the city or region as a whole.* When measuring access, cities and transit agencies should consider factors such as race, income, and vehicle ownership to ensure that they are prioritizing service where it is needed most.

Reliability

More reliable service means fewer ‘bad days’ for riders, where long wait times and slow bus speeds make them late. Increasing predictability for riders is one of the main benefits of bus priority treatments. Two ways to measure reliability are:

- Travel time variability (or excess journey time): Compares the planned time for a transit trip to the slowest transit trip. This metric can help illustrate how inconsistent service is and how likely it is that the service will be slower than the median or scheduled time.
- Bus bunching (or excess headway): Compares how frequently the bus is supposed to come (the schedule) to how frequently it actually comes. Bus bunching often compounds. As more riders wait, the service gets more crowded and boarding takes longer. Transit agencies use bus bunching metrics to assess policies for acceptable excess headway.

For more speed and reliability metrics see NACTO’s Resource Paper: Making Transit Count: Performance Measures that Move Transit Projects Forward.25

* “Productivity” is measured in two ways, by distance and by ridership. Productivity in terms of distance measures how far passengers travel on transit per mile transit operates. Productivity in terms of ridership counts the number of people who board the bus each hour the bus operates.
To ensure the success of a bus network redesign, decision-makers must establish clear and measurable objectives that offer a transparent framework through which they, and their constituents, can evaluate trade-offs and decide between different options. For example, Miami’s Better Bus Project wanted to expand transit access to Miami-Dade but did not want to increase costs.27 To balance these two objectives, the resulting network slightly reduces frequency in transit-rich neighborhoods in order to provide more access for everyone without increasing service hours.

Deciding the appropriate balance between directness, frequency, and coverage is a common challenge in network redesigns. In most cases, riders prefer bus service that can reliably save them time.28 Direct service optimizes for speed instead of proximity, connecting destinations along the shortest and fastest route possible. Most people are willing to walk further to reach a bus line that comes more frequently. A recent comparative study found that in the U.S., riders were willing to walk almost ⅓ of a mile more for a 10 minute reduction in bus headways.29 When riders trust that the bus will come frequently and on-time, they are typically willing to make transfers, giving up some proximity and a “one-seat trip” for shorter overall travel times.

For people to consistently ride the bus, the bus needs to take them where they want to go, with reliable service and travel times that are competitive with driving. However, despite significant changes in population, demographics, land use, jobs, traffic, technology, and travel patterns, today’s bus networks are largely running on outdated routes planned more than 30 years ago. From Albuquerque to New York City, transit agencies are responding to the mismatch in access by redrawing system maps to better meet today’s riders’ needs. The results are almost immediate: for example, after completing phase 1 of a network redesign in spring 2021, Milwaukee experienced a 14% jump in ridership compared to the same time the year before.26

Bus network redesigns are a cost-effective initiative for boosting ridership because they typically reallocate existing service hours along new routes that better meet riders’ needs. Network redesigns can affect an entire system or target a specific neighborhood or station area depending on agency goals and needs. Network redesigns typically do not require additional operating costs, but can be paired with new local funding sources and broader capital efforts to expand the system as a general “reboot” of the local transit service. Bus network redesigns are often phased in through a series of service changes.

What does a good transit network look like?

To meet current conditions and rider needs, updated transit networks typically are configured as:

- **Grid networks**: Create a web of transit routes. By eliminating redundant or overlapping routes, agencies can offer more service without losing coverage. Austin, TX adopted a grid-based network plan in 2017.
- **Distributed hubs**: Create points of concentrated transit service around strategic locations throughout a region. An example of a distributed hub is in Seattle, where King County Metro (KCM) and Sound Transit continuously reorient their bus service to establish hubs around new light rail stations as the system expands. KCM is able to increase frequency on bus routes connecting to the station by cutting redundant service into downtown, which is well served by light rail.
In 2017, Austin’s Capital Metropolitan Transportation Authority (CapMetro) adopted Cap Remap to enhance network frequency and reliability, and provide better access east-to-west with more direct routing. The network redesign tripled the number of MetroBus routes that operate every 15 minutes or less, and doubled the number of routes that operate all-day, seven days a week.

By creating a grid with intersecting, high-frequency routes, the new network cut wait times, despite there being more transfers. In just the first month, ridership increased 3.4% across the network, and 6.8% on MetroRapid routes. In its first year, Cap Remap increased ridership by nearly 10%. The expansion of weekend service in particular drastically changed the number of destinations people can access by transit on the weekend, boosting ridership by 32% on weekends in the first year.36

The network redesign tripled the number of routes that operate all-day, seven days a week.

Austin’s 2019 High-Frequency network doubled the number of routes that operate all-day, seven days a week.

In its first year, Cap Remap increased ridership on MetroRapid routes. In just the first month, ridership increased there being more transfers. In just the first month, ridership increased.

In 2019, Austin’s High-Frequency network doubled the number of routes that operate all-day, seven days a week.

The network redesign tripled the number of routes that operate every 15 minutes or less, and doubled the number of routes that operate all-day, seven days a week.

By creating a grid with intersecting, high-frequency routes, the new network cut wait times, despite there being more transfers. In just the first month, ridership increased 3.4% across the network, and 6.8% on MetroRapid routes.

In its first year, Cap Remap increased ridership by nearly 10%. The expansion of weekend service in particular drastically changed the number of destinations people can access by transit on the weekend, boosting ridership by 32% on weekends in the first year.36

The Salt Lake City and UTA transit partnership supported the launch of a new high frequency network.

One of the fastest ways to increase bus frequency is for a transportation department or other city agency to purchase service from the transit agency. This strategy, known as “service buy-ups,” has existed for decades with school bus operations, and is increasing in popularity as a way for cities to support and direct transit service to places where it is most lacking. Service buy-ups are a valuable tool for cities that seek to increase access and reliability in specific neighborhoods, and they give local leaders an opportunity to ensure city goals are reflected in how transit service is provided.

Service buy-ups were included in Salt Lake City’s 2019 Transportation Plan, leading the city to partner with the Utah Transportation Authority (UTA) to invest directly in routes that provided critical service to low-income neighborhoods out of reach of the light-rail system.25 The program expanded bus service east-to-west through the Sugar House neighborhood and established a frequent transit network offering 15-minute, all-day service on weekdays and weekends on five routes.33 In the fall of 2022, the UTA-Salt Lake City partnership will add direct east-to-west bus service to better connect regional employment centers like the University of Utah and downtown Salt Lake City.14

Funding for service buy-ups can come from many places. For example, Seattle established a Seattle Transportation Benefit District (STBD) to prevent transit service cuts in the wake of the 2008 economic downturn. The STBD established a $20 vehicle license fee in 2011, directing funds to transit service and creating a low-income fare program.26
Invest in More Service: Transit Referendums

- **Lead Actor**: City or local officials, transit agency board
- **Main Benefit**: New funding source for transit operations and capital projects, supporting bus network redesigns, system expansion, bus priority projects and more. New funds increase local match capacity creating opportunities for regional, state, and federal funding support on capital projects.
- **Time to implement**: 2-3 years

Transit referendums are a winning strategy that can turn visions for a more equitable and sustainable transportation system into a reality. In cities as varied as Cincinnati, Seattle, San Antonio, and Austin, transit is a strong contender at the ballot box. In 2020, transit and transportation referendums had more than a 90% win rate, twice the success rate of other ballot measures levying taxes and fees. In 2021, all 5 transit referendums on the ballot in the U.S. passed, an unprecedented record that proves voters desperately want more investment in transit that connects communities and keeps economies moving.

The most successful referendums are those with immediate, tangible benefits to riders. In Seattle, the STBD service expansion, approved by voters in 2014, established a $60 vehicle license fee and 0.1% sales tax generating close to $45 million for the expansion of transit service and low-income transportation equity through 2020. In just three years, the service improvements funded by the referendum resulted in a 14% ridership increase on Seattle’s high frequency network and a 70% increase in ridership across the greater Seattle transit network (including the Link light rail). In 2020, another Seattle Transit Measure passed with 80% voter approval. In 2021, the Seattle Transit Measure funded over 3,200 weekly transit trips, plus speed and reliability improvements on 14 bus routes.
ACTION 2

Redesign Streets to Prioritize Bus Service
Redesign Streets to Prioritize Bus Service

Redesigning city streets to get the bus out of slow traffic is one of the most effective ways to improve transit speed and reliability, and win back riders. In most mid-to-large U.S. cities, heavy traffic and frequent stops keep buses traveling at around 10 mph or less. By installing bus lanes, retiming signals, fixing pain points at intersections, and rebalancing bus stops, cities across North America have reprioritized their streets to get the bus out of traffic and make bus service more efficient and reliable. For example, the Boston Transportation Department (BTD) and Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) redesigned a one-mile stretch of Washington Street to improve bus reliability and save 19,000 riders over an hour each week.

Partnerships between the transit agency and local, regional, and state jurisdictions that control the right-of-way are essential to the success of bus priority programs and transit-focused street redesigns. These relationships leverage the distinct skill sets, resources, and authority each agency has to offer. Schedulers, service planners, signal engineers, and street designers can cooperate to identify changes in run times, signal timing, stop placement and length along route, as well as other investments in bus priority. Together these changes can save riders time and allow the transit agency to add more service.

In addition, to ensure the greatest benefits to riders, cities and transit agencies should couple street- or corridor-level enhancements with network-level improvements like network redesigns. NACTO’s Transit Street Design Guide provides more details on best practices for redesigning streets for bus priority with additional tools, strategies, and metrics.

Bus priority programs leverage expertise and resources from city transportation agencies and transit agencies, and typically focus on five main tools that can improve streets for better transit service:

1. **Dedicated bus lanes**: City transportation departments can convert parking or moving lanes for bus operations only, either all-day or during peak periods.

2. **Spot treatments**: City transportation departments can implement quick engineering fixes for problems at a specific intersection or transit delay ‘hotspot.’

3. **Transit signal priority**: City transportation departments can upgrade signal technology and make timing improvements to cut the amount of time buses wait at red lights.

4. **Bus stop balancing and upgrades**: Transit agencies can adjust or move bus stops to cut down on how much time buses spend at stops, paired with shelter installations.

5. **Safe and accessible connections to bus stops**: City transportation departments and transit agencies can add safety treatments like curb ramps at stops, safe crosswalks, sidewalks, and bike lanes into planned work.
**MBTA’s Better Bus Project Lives Up to Its Name**

Boston’s transit agency—the MBTA—made better bus service a reality in just a few short years through the Better Bus Project. In 2018, responding to data showing that over 40% of bus routes in Metro Boston were not meeting on-time performance goals and that disparities in service reliability were perpetuating racial inequities, the MBTA joined forces with its partner jurisdictions to prioritize investments in better bus service. The resulting effort, the Better Bus Project, aims to improve bus travel times and reliability with a bus network redesign, expansion of dedicated bus lanes, pedestrian safety and accessibility improvements, and reliable passenger information.

To support the Better Bus Project, the MBTA created a new Transit Priority team. The Transit Priority team identifies high ridership bus corridors with high rates of transit delay, prioritizing these corridors, many of which serve low-income communities or communities of color, for targeted improvements, like dedicated bus lanes and signal priority. Since the launch of the Transit Priority team in 2019, the MBTA has implemented over 13 miles of dedicated bus lanes with its partner jurisdictions. Today, 41% of weekday transit riders benefit from over 20 miles of dedicated bus lanes and expanded early morning and late night service, a 9% increase from 2020.

Regional coordination and streamlined design and procurement were key to the early success of the Better Bus Project. The MBTA used its on-call design contracts to advance transit street design at the same time as they were conducting public engagement. This process enabled the design team to nimbly respond to community feedback and accelerate design refinements. The Metropolitan Area Planning Council, the region’s MPO, also saved the MBTA and its partner jurisdictions $6 million by procuring bus lane materials on behalf of the region.

**Foundations of a Bus Priority Program**

**Staffing & Budget**

- To coordinate, design, and implement bus priority measures, city transportation departments and transit agencies need dedicated full-time staff and a capital budget. For example, to execute on Washington, D.C.’s ambitious plans to implement 25 miles of bus lanes by 2025, the D.C. bus priority team consulted with other cities, developed detailed staffing plans, and as a result, hired 22 new full-time employees, up from an original team of three planners and one engineer.

**Design Standards & Toolkits**

- Section 1129 in the 2021 Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) expands cities’ design authority over local streets, allowing local governments to apply the design standard of their choice to projects on local streets funded with federal dollars. Cities looking to take advantage of this new provision can adopt any FHWA-approved guide, including NACTO’s Urban Street Design Guide, for the purpose of implementing federally-funded projects. For more details see NACTO’s IIJA overview.

- Cities and transit agencies can also adopt their own local design standards and toolkits to guide staff and developers on the contextual application of bus priority treatments. See example design guidance from King County Metro, TransLink, and DDOT.

**Data Sharing**

- To diagnose what causes delays, practitioners need to know what is happening on the streets and on the bus. In addition to data-sharing, this requires consistent coordination between city transportation departments and transit agencies across both planning and front-line teams. Some of the most important datasets that each agency manages are:
  - **City Transportation Departments:** Traffic, bike, and pedestrian counts, person throughput, geometric designs, signal plans and timing charts, travel time, mode split.
  - **Transit Agencies:** Trip count/frequency, ridership, on-time performance, passenger delay, signal delay, mode split, travel time variability.
Dedicated Bus Lanes

- **Lead Actor:** City Transportation Department and/or Transit Agency
- **Main Benefit:** Improves bus speed and reliability by reducing travel times by 10-25%, and up to double that during periods of peak delay, resulting in less travel time variability and increasing ridership by 5% or more
- **Time to implement:** 6 months - 1 year

Giving the bus its own lane increases ridership by improving bus travel time and reliability. In New York City, the 14th Street busway halved transit travel times on the corridor, increasing ridership by 17% in just two months without increasing traffic congestion on adjacent streets. Similarly, a four-block bus-bike lane on SW Madison Street in Downtown Portland allows eastbound buses to move as much as 76% faster, benefitting thousands and improving safety for bicyclists. Dedicated bus lanes on Wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles similarly cut travel times by 28% for over 90,000 daily riders.

Dedicated bus lanes are quick to implement and easy to refine. In particular, the COVID-19 pandemic illustrated how quickly cities can install bus lanes. In the summer of 2020, as traffic congestion started to return, cities like Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C. installed bus lanes in just a few months by streamlining approvals and limiting or eliminating the standard red paint treatment. In San Francisco, the city adopted a Transit Quick-Build policy to allow simple bus priority measures to advance after getting alignment internally and wrapping up the public outreach process without the need for additional Board approval.

 cámara enforcement of its dedicated bus lanes. New York City is one of a handful of cities with camera enforcement of its dedicated bus lanes.

An additional benefit of dedicated bus lanes is that they can help increase retail activity along the corridor. For example, in the Bronx, three years after Select Bus Service (SBS) was introduced on Fordham Road, sales were up 71% despite removing parking to install curbside bus lanes. Overall, research on who is shopping along local business corridors in urban areas suggests that many people arrive on foot, contrary to what many store owners believe. Cities and transit agencies have also had success relocating parking, especially commercial loading and accessible parking, to adjacent side streets.

Dedicated bus lanes can take multiple forms and can be configured in a variety of ways that best serve specific neighborhood and corridor considerations. These include: off-set bus lanes, peak-only bus lanes, center transit lanes, shared bus-bike lanes, and transitways. In addition, pairing operational improvements like right and left-turn pockets or signal-timing changes with off-set bus lanes can keep both buses and cars moving, mitigating potential congestion increases. For more curbside management strategies for improving transit reliability, see NACTO’s Resource Paper: Curb Appeal: Curbside Management Strategies for Improving Transit Reliability.
Spot Improvements

Spot improvements address bottlenecks in the system where buses are consistently delayed at a specific intersection or block. Spot improvements allow targeted, quick fixes that lead to substantial travel time and reliability benefits. In Seattle, King County Metro, Seattle DOT, and other nearby jurisdictions implemented 27 spot improvements in 2021, improving bus speed and reliability for 206,000 daily riders on 96 bus routes. These travel time reductions also saved King County Metro $1.2 million in annual operating costs.71

Cities use a variety of tactics to understand where best to deploy spot improvements. In San Francisco, SFMTA analyzes route segments that experience the most frequent transit delays (typically where median bus speeds are slower than three miles per hour) to identify transit delay hot spots.72 In addition, the agency prioritizes spot improvements on lines with the highest ridership and that provide service to equity neighborhoods.73 Initial treatments have reduced travel times at hot spots by up to 50%. In Seattle, King County Metro uses a feedback-based model, which incorporates operator and public comments and observations.

What is a “Spot Improvement”?

- **Queue jumps**: A short, isolated transit signal phase that allows buses to bypass traffic at busy intersections or bus stops. They work best when paired with short transit-only lanes or bus-and-right-turn-only lanes on the approach to the intersection, and a receiving lane on the far side of the intersection.
- **Short bus-only lanes**: Also known as bus approach lanes, these let buses bypass traffic bottlenecks, turn, or access a bus stop that might otherwise be blocked by traffic.
- **Turn restrictions** or bus-only permitted turns: Whether all-day or just during peak periods, these tactics keep traffic and buses moving. Permitting turns for only buses can help bus operators make the green, which can save up to 60 seconds of delay.
- **Channelization changes and curbside restrictions**: Buses need space to make turns; eliminating parking near the intersection or moving back the stop bar allows buses to safely turn and make the green light.
- **Proper sizing of bus stops**: If the bus stop is too short, buses can’t get out of the travel lane or properly reach the curb. Adjusting bus stop sizes ensures the bus can access the stop safely and leave and re-enter traffic without significant delays.
- **Left turn phasing**: Creating a left turn phase can ensure that buses don’t get stuck at the signal for multiple cycles if left turn demand is high and availability of gaps is low.

**At the bus terminal on King Street in Pioneer Square Seattle there is a bus-only right-turn pocket that ensures buses avoid traffic delays at the start of their route.**74

**The illustration shows a bus passing traffic using a dedicated signal that turns green only for the bus and can detect when the bus approaches the intersection.**
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**Transit Signal Priority (TSP)**

- **Lead Actor:** City Transportation Departments
- **Main Benefit:** Improves bus speed and reliability by reducing incidences of signal delay, resulting in a 6-15% travel time savings.
- **Time to implement:** weeks to years, depending on strategy.

Traffic signals set the pace of the street, but on most streets, signals are timed for cars, not buses. With updated signal policies and performance goals in place, traffic engineers can shave minutes off the slowest transit trips and prevent the frustrating passenger experience of waiting at a red light just before the bus stop. In Minneapolis, TSP reduced bus travel times by 4-15% during peak periods.

Many cities already have the systems in place needed for active bus signal priority, which keeps the signal green for buses, while other cities and transit agencies need to install new hardware to both their signals and buses. As an interim step, cities can adjust signal timing to better match the speed of buses, also referred to as bus-friendly signal progression. Not only are these signal timing changes beneficial to bus operations, they are also better for people walking and biking, who are traveling at slower speeds.

Coordination between bus planners and signal engineers is critical to effective management of a TSP program. Together the city and transit agency can identify priority corridors for TSP, update signal policies, and develop a transition or phasing plan to introduce new signal technology as it becomes available.

Credit: City of Minneapolis Public Works

4

**Bus Stop Balancing**

- **Lead Actor:** Transit Agencies
- **Main Benefit:** Improves bus speed and reliability by reducing the number of stops along a route; travel time savings typically range from 6-10% or more.
- **Time to implement:** 3-6 months

Most riders say that they would prefer their overall trip to be faster and more reliable, rather than having a bus arrive directly to their door. But, in many cities, bus stops are typically located every few blocks or even every block. Every stop has a cost in terms of time spent slowing, boarding, merging, and accelerating.

Buses spend on average 20% of their time at stops (known as dwell time); the more frequent stops are, the slower service is and the more frustrating it is for riders eager to get to their destination. To address this issue, transit agencies can move or rebalance bus stops, adjusting the distance between stops to optimize speed and access along the route. Rebalancing bus stops along a bus corridor saves time and makes it easier to provide a larger portion of riders with a sheltered bus stop. In Portland, increasing stop spacing by 90 feet, a 30 second walk, cut bus travel times by almost 6%.

Deciding which stops to rebalance requires a keen understanding of local context. Transit agency staff typically evaluate ridership, accessibility, transfer points, nearby destinations, demographics, and topography when proposing changes to bus stop placement. Balancing bus stops across a corridor or network as opposed to a single stop or short segment maximizes time savings and allows riders to experience the benefits all at once.

Taking a comprehensive approach to stop rebalancing can also help agencies better explain what they are doing and why it will be beneficial to the communities served by that route. The removal of one stop will almost always be construed as a loss. In contrast, agencies can build support for route-wide shifts in stops, where riders can identify new stops and experience an immediate time savings. Many agencies couple rebalancing efforts with stop enhancements like shelters, lighting, and wayfinding to provide more immediate, tangible benefits to riders.

**Spot signal timing adjustments can often be made quickly, while corridor-wide signal timing and progression changes typically require time for data collection and analysis. Signal equipment likewise can take just a few months, or can be a longer process when done at a larger scale or at more complex locations.**
In Vancouver, BC, TransLink’s policy for stop spacing is 300 to 800 meters (about ¼ - ½ mile), but two-thirds of the stops in the region are closer together. In 2021, TransLink piloted bus stop balancing on one of the more frequent routes going into downtown, with the closest bus stops in their entire network. After careful vetting with the community, they closed 14% of bus stops, largely where there was an alternative stop only a block away. On the slowest trips, wider stop spacing saved riders up to 10 minutes roundtrip. TransLink found that one advantage of the pilot approach was that they could easily iterate and reintroduce stops that proved important for accessibility or connectivity. Since their pilot, TransLink is expanding efforts to balance stops on more high-frequency routes. Based on the results of the pilot, bus stop balancing on the 25 most frequent routes could save $3.5 million/year in operating costs or $140,000 per route.

Another way to cut dwell times and improve operator safety is to eliminate the need for operators to collect or validate fares. Collecting fares can delay bus service by up to 5 minutes on high ridership routes. To address this issue, many cities and transit agencies have implemented other options for fare collection, including:

- **Off-board fare collection systems**: Riders pay at ticket machines at the bus stop, allowing them to board immediately when the bus arrives at both the front and back doors reducing boarding times. In Chicago, an off-board fare pilot by the Chicago Transit Authority cut dwell times by close to 50%.

- **Proof-of-payment (POP) systems**: Riders tap an RFID card or mobile based form of payment at scanners on-board the bus. Cash fares are still collected by the operator. POP systems are relatively low-cost and can be quickly implemented with upgrades to the existing bus fleet. Despite concerns otherwise, cities that have tested or implemented a POP system experienced a reduction in fare evasion.

In addition to different payment approaches, several cities and transit agencies are exploring fare-free pilots on certain routes and even across the entire system. While riders like fare-free pilots, cities and transit agencies have other policy tools to increase access and affordability. Especially in the absence of a federal transit operating program, any reduction in fare revenue makes it harder for transit agencies to invest in additional service hours and provide more accessible, frequent, and reliable service. Cities and transit agencies should explore policies like fare capping and subsidized transit passes, which support low-income riders while also ensuring transit agencies have the resources they need to provide the high quality service that riders deserve.
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Safe Connections to Bus Stops

- **Lead Actor:** City Transportation Department
- **Main Benefit:** Improves safety; adding a sidewalk and can prevent up to 88% of crashes walking along roadways90
- **Time to implement:** 3-6 months for quick build enhancements

One of the biggest barriers to riding transit is that there is often no safe way to get to the bus stop in the first place. Incomplete, narrow, and obstructed sidewalk and bike networks, missing curb ramps, and wide roads without safe crossings limit access and discourage people from riding transit. Getting to the bus stop is often made more dangerous because buses typically run on major streets, known as arterials, that are busy, wide, and fast. Nationally, 31% of fatalities occur on arterials, despite the fact that these streets make up just 4% of U.S. roads.

To address these fundamental safety issues and make it easier for people to get to the bus, many cities are including safety work in their transit improvements. For example, responding to data that showed that people walking along the Geary corridor in San Francisco were eight times more likely to be involved in a serious or fatal traffic crash compared to the average San Francisco street, SFMTA eliminated a lane of traffic along the widest segment of the corridor, installed dedicated bus lanes and leading pedestrian intervals at traffic signals, and added new crosswalks, curb extensions, and traffic signals.91

In San Antonio, the transit agency, VIA, established the NextGen Shelter program in 2011 and built over 1,000 accessible bus stops with shelters and sidewalk improvements in only three years. Now, over 95% of passenger boardings happen at accessible and sheltered bus stops. See TransitCenter’s Report for more on how VIA and other transit agencies took their bus stops From Sorry to Superb92 Everything You Need to Know about Great Bus Stops.

In addition to making it safer for current riders, focusing on how people get to the bus stop can also grow transit ridership. Connected sidewalks, safe crossing points, protected bike lanes, and secure bike parking all expand how many people can reach transit. Bike infrastructure can also support transit by making it easier for transit riders to access more direct, rapid transit that might be further away, or as an overflow option when transit is too crowded. In Vancouver, TransLink built protected bike lanes parallel to the SkyTrain lines to provide comprehensive bike access and provide a bike alternative to transit.93

A new crossing along Geary Boulevard at Buchanan Street.

A Zicla bus boarding island and raised bikeway on SE Hawthorne street in Portland.94

An example of VIA’s NextGen shelter program in San Antonio.

Credit: VIA

Credit: PBOT

Credit: SFMTA, Jeremy Menzies
ACTION 3

Adopt Local Policy Reforms That Support Transit
Adopt Local Policy Reforms That Support Transit

Transit works best where people and destinations are clustered together. As a result, improvements in service planning and street design must be coupled with changes to local curbside, parking, and land use policies to fully unlock the potential of the bus and reduce emissions and inequities.

Most land use, parking, and curbside policies are fully under local control—the purview of mayors and city managers, their administrations, city councilors/supervisors/alders—and directly influenced by residents and advocates who live there. While land use reforms can take many years to translate into large-scale changes to the built environment, cities can study, pass, and implement zoning reforms within a two-year timeframe.

**Decision-makers should focus on the following three policy areas to yield the best transit- and climate-friendly results in the near future:**

1. **Price parking based on demand:** Cities can price parking at levels that reflect its value based on the high levels of demand for urban curb space, parking or vehicle storage.

2. **Price congestion:** Cities and transit agencies can implement policies that disincentivize driving during peak periods. Identify interim improvements or pilot measures to build momentum and garner trust.

3. **Adopt zoning & parking reforms:** Cities can eliminate policies that promote an over-supply of parking, and support reforms that enable increased housing and mixed-use development.

---

**A birds eye view of the new center-running bus lanes on Columbus Avenue in Boston.**
An abundance of free parking can undermine efforts to improve transit. With 99% of parking in the U.S. unpriced, there are few per-trip disincentives to driving, even for short trips that could be easily made by other modes.96 As a result, urban streets are often congested with drivers seeking free parking spots while transit struggles to move riders through traffic.

Transportation departments have several levers to effectively price and regulate on-street parking and curb use, including:

- **Demand-based parking management**: Cities adjust parking meter prices in real-time according to how much parking is available. Using sensors and video-collected occupancy data, cities can raise parking rates at high-demand times and locations and lower prices in off-peak periods and low-demand areas to influence vehicle turnover, parking utilization, and placard compliance. Washington, D.C. relied on real-time data to price nearly 1,000 parking spots in the Penn Quarter neighborhood. A pilot version of the program conducted from 2014-2018 resulted in substantial reductions in driver circling and double-parking, and positive feedback from the community.99

As cities around the world have proven, putting even a small price on driving into busy downtown areas is one of the most effective ways to reduce unnecessary driving and related emissions. Cordon pricing, or charging a fee to enter a specific part of a city, is the most common form of congestion pricing and has the most dramatic impacts on congestion levels, carbon emissions, and transit usage. Successful cordon pricing programs are in place in cities like London, Stockholm, Singapore, Milan, and Gothenburg. New York City is set to become the first U.S. city to implement cordon pricing. Per-ride fees and high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes are common in multiple U.S. cities. In all cases, successful pricing programs leverage revenues to support and bolster local transit, creating new, improved, low- or no-carbon options for people to get around.

Cities considering implementing any form of congestion pricing should spend time now laying the groundwork for their efforts. Key lessons include:

- **Define program goals**: Congestion pricing can deliver a wide range of outcomes from reducing vehicle volumes to encouraging mode shift. A program must begin with a clear, comprehensive understanding of the local or regional challenges it is meant to address.

- **Develop and engage a broad coalition of support**: Elected officials, public agencies, city residents, and businesses are all essential stakeholders in a congestion pricing program. Cities must establish a narrative of need and support for congestion pricing. Building relationships and engaging community and other stakeholders early in the process is crucial for cities pursuing congestion pricing.

- **Implement bus, bike, and pedestrian safety improvements before pricing begins**: When congestion fees are implemented, viable alternatives for travel to and within the priced area(s) must already be in place. Making transit, bike, and pedestrian improvements in advance of pricing can also foster more support and grow the coalition for congestion pricing, while also improving safety and expanding access.
For decades, land use policies across the U.S. and Canada have mandated sprawling, single-family, single-use development in both cities and surrounding communities. Nearly 70% of land in U.S. and Canadian cities is zoned for single-family use only, making it illegal to construct apartments, townhomes, or duplexes, or to provide retail amenities in these areas. The low density and increased distance between locations makes transit service inefficient and expensive to operate. In addition, by artificially separating commercial and residential areas, single-family zoning, also known as “exclusionary zoning,” forces people to travel longer distances to reach basic amenities. Exclusionary zoning creates and exacerbates segregation and helps maintain racial wealth gaps in U.S. cities.

Many zoning codes require builders to build parking, even if there is good transit service nearby or if renters and buyers don’t want it. Builders add the price of building parking (which typically costs between $5,000 and $10,000 per spot but can be as high as $100,000) into purchase or rental costs, driving up housing costs for consumers.

In recent years, cities across the U.S. have embarked on ambitious zoning reforms that discourage driving and increase housing supply. In 2018, Minneapolis became the first U.S. city to end single-family zoning citywide. In 2019, the state of Oregon eliminated single-family zoning in cities with a population over 10,000. Many other cities, from Chicago to Memphis to Durham, have instituted smaller-scale zoning reforms and over 200 cities, from Saint Paul to San Diego, have reduced or eliminated minimum parking requirements in at least one neighborhood. While it can take decades for land use policy changes to transform the built environment, changes to zoning requirements set the foundation for more sustainable development patterns and can encourage transit and eliminate some of the hidden incentives to driving in just a few years.

### Adopt Zoning Reforms

- **Lead Actor:** City Planning Department / Commission / Council
- **Main Benefit:** Increases housing and retail near transit, making transit more accessible and encouraging more people to ride; reduces driving
- **Time to implement:** 6-9 months for adoption

#### For decades, land use policies across the U.S. and Canada have mandated sprawling, single-family, single-use development in both cities and surrounding communities. Nearly 70% of land in U.S. and Canadian cities is zoned for single-family use only, making it illegal to construct apartments, townhomes, or duplexes, or to provide retail amenities in these areas. The low density and increased distance between locations makes transit service inefficient and expensive to operate. In addition, by artificially separating commercial and residential areas, single-family zoning, also known as “exclusionary zoning,” forces people to travel longer distances to reach basic amenities. Exclusionary zoning creates and exacerbates segregation and helps maintain racial wealth gaps in U.S. cities.

Many zoning codes require builders to build parking, even if there is good transit service nearby or if renters and buyers don’t want it. Builders add the price of building parking (which typically costs between $5,000 and $10,000 per spot but can be as high as $100,000) into purchase or rental costs, driving up housing costs for consumers.

In recent years, cities across the U.S. have embarked on ambitious zoning reforms that discourage driving and increase housing supply. In 2018, Minneapolis became the first U.S. city to end single-family zoning citywide. In 2019, the state of Oregon eliminated single-family zoning in cities with a population over 10,000. Many other cities, from Chicago to Memphis to Durham, have instituted smaller-scale zoning reforms and over 200 cities, from Saint Paul to San Diego, have reduced or eliminated minimum parking requirements in at least one neighborhood. While it can take decades for land use policy changes to transform the built environment, changes to zoning requirements set the foundation for more sustainable development patterns and can encourage transit and eliminate some of the hidden incentives to driving in just a few years.

#### The most impactful land use changes for cities to enact include:

- **Eliminating parking minimums** from local zoning codes can reduce incentives to drive and lower housing construction costs. Today, there is a massive oversupply of parking spaces, with eight parking spaces for every car. Numerous studies show links between free parking and increased driving, suggesting that parking minimums encourage more driving. Increased driving also increases the demand for curbside parking which, in turn, can make it harder for cities to build transit, bike, or pedestrian infrastructure and safety improvements.

- **Upzoning near transit** increases how many people can live near transit so a single stop or line can serve more people. Even a modest increase in maximum allowable building heights can generate thousands of new housing and commercial units, which can also make areas more affordable. Developing up rather than out creates land use patterns that allow people to make shorter trips and reduce carbon emissions. The increase in density can also lower costs for municipal services. Especially when paired with reduced- or no-parking requirements, cities have seen significant increases in transit use by upzoning in transit-rich areas.

- **Allowing multi-family and mixed-use development as-of-right in all areas** of a city can yield dramatic benefits for transit access, equity, and affordability. Increasing the amount of housing increases the number of people that a single bus line can serve and can help reduce the cost of housing overall. Conversely, banning the construction of affordable, multi-family homes prevents lower-income households from living in well-resourced areas, and puts them further from transit and opportunities. Allowing multi-family and mixed uses in all areas as-of-right is a crucial tool for increasing housing supply and affordability, reversing decades of unsustainable, inequitable development patterns and practices, and aligning land use and transit goals.
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